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METASTABILITY OF NON-UNIFORM SYSTEMS 

A simple theory is given. bxed on the nesrest-neighbour rqrular solution mode& that predicts that below a certain tcm- 
pcm~urc non-uniform conccniration profilrs can be rnetastable in binary mimucs. The agreement with recently obtained 
z.~pcrimcnrzd dxr:! is satisfxtory. 

I_ Introduction 

A theoretical 1rearmcnt of non-uniform systems 

xld ils application to the spinndal decomposition of 

binary misturcs has been formulated by Cahn and CO- 

workers [ I-S] _ In this Ireafmcn1 a non-uniform sys- 

tcnl reaches equilibrium via a diffusion process against 

rk concentration gradient. In the find state the sys- 

ICIII consisrs of Iwo homogeneous phases in which no 

sc~nccntration gradients are present. However, in a re- 
c‘cnt study in this laboratov Mcsters et al. [a] found 
cstensivc concentration gradients of nickel in copper 
single crywAs after tlwrnlsl dccornposition of Ni(C0)4 
31 lhe copper surface . .hi iliustrative e>iample of iheir 

rcsulrs is prcsenrcd in lig. I_ As expected on the basis 

ofinrerfxial energy considcrations.virtually nonickel 

is prcstrtt XI 111~ copper surface. but its concentration 

r&s steeply inside the crystal and extends over 

1klug111y 1000 atcnnic lqers. This profile was found to 
ix stshlc up to tttxlut 400°C aithough the profile flat- 
kwcd with incrcssing IenipcrzfIure. 

LAYER - 

Fig. 1. Nickel fraction BS LI function of layer number for the 
Cu( 1 IO) surface following thrrmal decomposition of Ni(C0)4 _ 
After ref. [4]. 

2. Theory 

III this ICIIC~ WC put iorward a sinlple theoretical 
~spl;ln;lti~)n for the observed effects based on rhe 

il~arest-nei~hh~~ur regular solution model (Bragg 
Mlilli:nns or IIIC;II~ tirld approsimtltion [5&l). It is 

sllc~wn 11131 below 3 certain temperature a concentra- 

Iion prot?le of the form li~und experimentally is in 
fLlc1 IIl~r:lslable. 

The free energy per unit volume of mixing ofN, 

atoms A and ~VB atoms B in the nearest-neighbour 
regular solution model is given by 

f= p {yL?.r( 1 - x-) 

+ k,T[x lnx + (1 -x) ln(1 -x)33 _ (1) 

-7 
3- 

Here p is the number of atoms per unit volume, x the 

mole fraction of atoms B, 7 the number of nearest 
neigbbours and S2 the weighted difference of the A- 
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A, B-B and A-B bond strengths, 

Assuming a non-uniform concentration profde of the 
form 

x(z) = AZ e-Z/E (3) 

with E much larger than the distance d between the 
layers one finds for the free energy of mixing per unit 
area of surface: 

F/k$‘- = ( l/kBT) r j-[x(z)] dz 
0 

+fj (k--1)! y,t_c--l, 

k=l (k’ l)li+2 1 - 9 (4) 

where C = 0_577125_.. is Eulers constant andy =A$. 
Here the Calm-Hilliard gradient term K(dx/dz)*, 

with K = ym2 has been neglected_ This is justified 
for the non-uniformity in the concentration we are 
considering here, since it has a length scale F; 9 d and 
thus the contribution of the gradient term is 

yC!(d/# -G yS2. 
The concentration profde (3) has a maximum 

xnI;LX = AE/e = y/e (5) 

at 

2 ma,,=&!- (6) 

Since physically x d 1 it follows from eq_ (5) that y < 
e. The total number of penetrated nickel atoms per 
unit area is given by 

l-=p j- x(z) dz=pAt’ _ (7) 
0 

From eqs. (4) and (7) it is clear that the mixing 
free energy is proportional to the amount of nickel 
dissolved and further depends on the form of the 
non-uniform concentration profile only through the 
parameter y_ Extrema of F for a fixed amount of dis- 
solved amount nickel are found from 

+yi2/kT=;~o [k!/(k -t l)k+2]yk-1 _ (8) 

: 

f 

: 
Y’ y* 

T = T” T > T* 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the behaviour of the free 
ener_q (F) as a function of the profde parameters>’ =AE. 
for T < T* (left-hand figure), T = T* (middle figure) and T > 
T* (ri$t-hand figure). 

Numerically we find from eq. (8): 
(a) k,T/y!G > 0.354; F has no extrerna. 
(b) k,TIysL = k,T+/yQ = 0354; F has an in- 

flection point for y =y* = 2.29. This corresponds to 
a distribution with a maximumx,, =y*/e = 0.842 

at zma__ = 1-/py* = o/Ml-/p _ 

(c) k, T/yL! < 0.354; F has a maximum for y I < 
y* and a minimum fory, >y* _ 

The behaviour of F is-Uustrated schematically in 
fig. 2. Note that the lowest value of F is reached for 
y -+ 0, which corresponds to the limit of an unifomr 
distribution_ From the results above it appears that 
for temperatures T < P (which in turn lies below 
the critical demixing temperature, kBTJyC2 = 4) a 

non-uniform distribution is metastable. 
In order to check to what extent this conclusion 

depends on the chosen form of the concentration 
profile we repeated the above calculations for profiles 

of the form 

x(z) = Az J1e-z/EJ 11 = 2, 3, ___ _ 

The free energy is then given by 

F 
XT =r kFT 1 -Y-g&) 

[ ( 

+fi m(k + 01 ! 
X_=l Jz!X_(k+ l)h’“+2 

yk _t In y 
- 

(9) 

~n(l+~+:+___+1/Jl-C)--n-- , 1 (10) 
where y = Agn and r = pn!A~Jzil _ The free energy 
given by. eq. (9) has qualitatively the same form as the 
previous expression. The extrema of F are now found 
from 
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,.x--1 
k=O ,I!(k + l)k~~+n+2 - - (11) 

For )I = 2 one finds Ji,r*/yL? = 0.357 for?.* = 1.545 
corresponding to a distribution with a maximum 
x,,,,, = 4~**ie~ = 02339 at z,,~~ = f’lp_l,* = 0.65rlp. 
Thus the value of the maximum is slightly lower and 
its position is somewhat further from the surface. but 
qualitatively the results are the same. 

3. Discussion 

-4s has hccri slmwii in section 1 9 concentration 
profile of the form AZ csp(-z/E) is metastable below 
a tcmperaturc T* _ equal to 0.354 ysl/kg (for IZ = 1) 
or 0.357 yS2/‘X-u (for Jl = 2). The difference between 
the (local) minimum and the ma.ximum value of F de- 
~GXHIS of c‘oursc on T’ - T. For T = 0.99 p one 

tirlds from cq. (S) for the profile Ar esp(-z/E) that 
the masimum is lacatcd at -\I, = 2.12 and the mini- 
mum at _Y’ = 2.43. The concentration profiles for 
these two cases are shown in fig. 3, for a total number 

of penetrated nickel atoms of 400 per surface unit 
cell, which is rouz&ly the experimental value deduced 
from fig. 1. The profdes are seen to be rather different. 
The difference in free ener,v per penetrated nickel 

atom in this case is from eq. (4) F/I? x 0.005 k,T_ 
Taking into account that in order to change the pro- 
fde at a surface unit cell a number of 400 atoms must 
participate collectively, one obtains an energy barrier 
of 2k, T for this process_ The stability of the non- 
uniform profile increases with increasing p - T for 
example for T = 0_95T* one finds an ener,gy differ- 
ence of 5k,T per surface unit cell. 

We now turn our attention to the experimental 
data displayed in fig_ 1, taken at 200°C. In order to 
evaluate k,T/+2 we use the mean field relation 

k,TJyR = OS with T, = 700 K [7] _ For T = 200°C 

one then obtains k,T/yS2 = 0.34. For the profile with 
II = 1 this implies a maximum nickel fraction of 93% 
at layer 160. For the profile with II = 2 the corrc- 
sponding values are 94% at layer 230. Both sets of 
values are indicated in fig. 1 and are seen to bc quali- 
tatively and cvcn semiquantitatively in agreement 
with the experimental data. 

In summary we conclude that our approach pre- 
dicts that non-uniform concentration profiles might 
be metastsble below a cerlain temperdure_ The es- 
perimental results are well described by our theory. 
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